The mechanism by which anesthetic gases selectively prevent consciousness and memory (sparing non-conscious brain functions) remains unknown. At the turn of the 20 th century Meyer and Overton showed that potency of structurally dissimilar anesthetic gas molecules correlated precisely over many orders of magnitude with one factor, solubility in a non-polar, 'hydrophobic' medium akin to olive oil. In the 1980s Franks and Lieb showed anesthetics acted in such a medium within proteins, suggesting post-synaptic membrane receptors. But anesthetic studies on such proteins yielded only confusing results. In recent years Eckenhoff and colleagues have found anesthetic action in microtubules, cytoskeletal polymers of the protein tubulin inside brain neurons. 'Quantum mobility' in microtubules has been proposed to mediate consciousness. Through molecular modeling we have previously shown: (1) olive oillike non-polar, hydrophobic quantum mobility pathways ('quantum channels') of tryptophan rings in tubulin, (2) binding of anesthetic gas molecules in these channels, and (3) capabilities for π-electron resonant energy transfer, or exciton hopping, among tryptophan aromatic rings in quantum channels, similar to photosynthesis protein quantum coherence. Here, we show anesthetic molecules can impair π-resonance energy transfer and exciton hopping in tubulin quantum channels, and thus account for selective action of anesthetics on consciousness and memory.
INTRODUCTION
Anesthesia remains one of the greatest pharmacological discoveries, enabling modern surgery. Yet despite a century of research, the mechanism by which anesthetic molecules cause reversible loss of consciousness and memory remains unknown. Also unknown are the mechanisms by which the brain produces consciousness and encodes memory, and the two mysteries are likely to be related. Understanding anesthetic action could not only resolve philosophical and existential issues regarding consciousness, but also help design and develop novel anesthetics and psychoactive moodaltering drugs. Currently such drugs are discovered serendipitously, rather than by rational design as is becoming increasingly the modus operandi in other areas of pharmacology.
Unfortunately, modern mainstream anesthesia, neuroscience and pharmacology offer no functional targets nor mechanisms of action for direct effects of anesthetics onconsciousness or memory. Yet anesthetic mechanisms still offer the best possible approach to understanding consciousness and memory encoding. Many non-conscious brain activities continue, and no memory is formed during anesthesia (but old memories are not lost). Non-conscious brain activities including sensory-evoked potentials continue during anesthesia, and so anesthetics are fairly selective for consciousness. Understanding consciousness might require an understanding of anesthesia, and vice versa. Anesthesia and consciousness may be part of the same mystery.
CONSCIOUSNESS AND ANESTHESIA
Inquiry into the nature of consciousness has deep roots in ancient Eastern and Western philosophy, and has continued in the West through Descartes, Spinoza and many others until today. At the turn of the 20 th century William James popularized the concept of consciousness, but with the rise of behaviorism, psychology shifted toward measurable actions of people and animals, and the study of consciousness became almost taboo. In the late 20 th century, consciousness returned to scientific discourse, becoming attributed, in general, to complex synaptic computation among brain neurons acting as simple on-off states, based on membrane signaling. This approach characterizes consciousness as emerging from complex networks of simple neurons.
For consciousness of the external world, sensory inputs are relayed from thalamus to primary cortex, e.g. V1 in con-scious vision. From there, secondary feed-forward mechanisms project to frontal areas of the brain, including prefrontal 'executive' cortex. The work of Victor Lamme shows that a third wave of feedback from frontal areas to more posterior cortical areas results in conscious experience (http://www.cognitiveneuroscience.nl/). This third wave, whose neurophysiology and pharmacology appear similar to the first two waves, is specifically sensitive to anesthesia. A philosophical theory 'higher order thought' (HOT) suggests 'third wave' feedback from pre-frontal cortex to other brain regions correlates with consciousness. As George Mashour's group showed [1, 2] , the third wave activity is selectively sensitive to anesthetics of all types, i.e. gas molecules, propofol and ketamine. What distinguishes this 'conscious' third wave activity from non-conscious brain functions?
At the cellular level, the third wave terminates in the apex of the brain's hierarchy, cortical layer V giant pyramidal neurons, unique in several ways. Their apical dendrites arise vertically to the cortical surface, and are primarily responsible for EEG signals. Their basilar dendrites form horizontal webs traversing cortical regions, and their dendriticsomatic microtubules are in mixed polarity networks in unique pyramidal geometry.
Anatomically, general anesthetics have been shown to bind in, and affect various brain regions including the posterior cingulate cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, the right angular gyri, and the thalamus [3] . Different effects of anesthesia may be differentiated. Loss of consciousness appears to be associated with the cerebral cortex [4] [5] [6] , amnesia (loss of memory) with the limbic system [7] [8] [9] , and immobility and analgesia (loss of movement and pain, respectively) with the spinal cord [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Current theories of anesthesia approach functional and/or anatomical processes related to neural correlates of consciousness, e.g. John and Prichep's anesthetic cascade [14] , Mashour's cognitive unbinding theory [1] , Flohr's information processing theory [15] , Alkire et al.'s unified narcosis theory [16] .
However network-level approaches fail to account for the Meyer Overton correlation, and direct anesthetic effects on synaptic receptors are variable and inconsistent. Without synapses or networks, single cell organisms like slime mold and paramecium perform clever cognitive activities performed largely by cytoskeletal microtubules, and inhibited by anesthetic gases.
In the 1980s a 'minority view' was proposed suggesting that anesthetics acted in a unitary quantum phase in hydrophobic pockets distributed throughout cytoskeletal microtubule subunit proteins in cytoplasm, as well as in receptor and channel proteins [17] [18] [19] [20] . The basic idea was that anesthetics acted on some (quantum) electronic activity in neuronal hydrophobic regions, rather than binding lock-and-key to specific receptors. Under normal conditions, it was argued [17] [18] [19] [20] that London force dipoles in intra-protein hydrophobic regions coupled and oscillated coherently, and this coupling was suggested to be necessary for conscious awareness. Anesthetic gases were suggested to bind in these non-polar, hydrophobic regions by their own London force coupling, dispersing endogenous dipoles necessary for consciousness [21] . A similar idea was recently revived by Luca Turin who studied anesthetic effects on electron spin in drosophila [22] .
Evidence was presented that anesthetics slow the movement of free electrons in a corona discharge [18] . Anesthetic London force attractions, and dispersing functional electronic dipoles were proposed to inhibit electron mobility required for consciousness. Where might that occur?
A theory of consciousness based on quantum computations in microtubules was presented by Penrose and Hameroff in the mid 1990s [23, 24] . In 2002, molecular modeling suggested electron resonance transfer among aromatic amino acid tryptophan rings in 'tubulin' subunits of microtubules, and from one tubulin dimer to its neighboring tubulin dimer through microtubules in a quantum electronic process necessary for consciousness [21] . Craddock et al. further showed that anesthetic gas molecules bound in these same regions, and could act there to prevent consciousness. This has been acknowledged as the 'quantum mobility theory' of anesthetic action [25] .
The beginning of research into fundamental aspects of anesthesia can be traced to the mid-19 th century when the famous French physiologist Claude Bernard showed that anesthetic gases reversibly halt purposeful cytoplasmic streaming inside slime mold, amoeboid single cell organisms. Bernard saw purposeful cytoplasmic activity as an essential feature of living systems, with anesthesia acting in a common, unitary fashion to prevent it [26, 27] . We now know that purposeful cytoplasmic activity in both slime mold and brain neurons depends on dynamics of cytoskeletal proteins comprising actin filaments and microtubules. Indeed slime mold movements allow the single cell creature to escape mazes, and 'solve equations' [28] by purposeful extension of cytoskeletal tendrils. Studies following Bernard later showed anesthetic effects on cytoplasmic streaming were mediated directly in the cytoplasm rather than via cell membrane effects [29, 30] , Claude Bernard's anesthetic action on purposeful streaming occurs directly in the cytoplasm.
Following Bernard, the next major anesthetic research occurred at the turn of the 20 th century. After a variety of structurally dissimilar gas molecules had been found to have anesthetic effect in all animal species studied, Meyer and Overton independently searched for a unitary property to account for these effects, and both found the same result. There was a striking correlation between potency of the various anesthetic gases in all animals over many orders of magnitude, and their solubility in a non-polar, lipid-like, 'hydrophobic' environment resembling olive oil [31] [32] [33] . In modern times the solubility is represented as the Hildebrand solubility parameter defined as the square root of the cohesive energy density, which provides a numerical estimate of the degree of interaction between materials in contact [34] . In order for a material to dissolve, these interactions need to be overcome as the molecules are separated from each other and surrounded by the solvent. Materials with similar values of this parameter are likely to be miscible.
Physical chemistry research showed that anesthetics bind in non-polar regions via quantum-level van der Waals London 'dipole dispersion' forces involving subtle couplings of π-electron resonance clouds.
Since neuronal cell membranes are largely lipid and convey neuronal signals, the Meyer-Overton effect was assumed to imply that anesthetics act unitarily in lipid regions of brain neuronal membranes. While anesthetics bind in lipid regions of membranes, they do not exert significant effects there. As mechanisms for neuronal membrane excitability became known to depend on ion channel and receptor proteins, the focus for anesthetic action shifted. In the 1980's Franks and Lieb found that anesthetics act directly within proteins, in lipid-like, non-polar 'hydrophobic pockets' [35] , e.g. composed of aromatic amino acid π-electron resonance clouds.
Neuroscience experiments showed that anesthetics act predominantly to impair post-synaptic dendritic-somatic integration, with lesser effects on axonal firing in 'integrateand-fire' brain neurons [36] . Subsequently, a search began for post-synaptic membrane receptor and ion channel proteins to account for anesthetic action.
Anesthetics were found to bind with high affinity in nonpolar, hydrophobic pockets in receptors for γ-aminobutyric acid type A (GABA A ), nicotinic acetylcholine, and glutamate in the brain, and glycine receptors in the spinal cord. However, experiments yielded only a confusing mixture of conflicting results (e.g. anesthetics inhibit inhibitory proteins and potentiate excitatory ones) [14, [37] [38] [39] [40] . This confusion led some anesthetic mechanism researchers to conclude that despite the Meyer-Overton effect, anesthetics all acted differently [41] , which resulted in desperate suggestions for a return to lipid-based membrane theories [42] .
It should be noted that binding per se does not necessarily indicate functional action. As George Mashour points out, high affinity anesthetic binding may be off-target 'side effects', rather than functional 'on-target' actions on consciousness and memory encoding [2] .
If not post-synaptic receptors, which brain proteins do mediate anesthesia and consciousness? Rod Eckenhoff's group surveyed all anesthetic-binding proteins, measuring binding of radiolabeled halothane anesthetic at clinically relevant concentrations in brain neurons from mice and human samples. Using chromatography they found halothane binding to 23 membrane proteins and 34 cytoplasmic proteins [43, 44] Among the cytoplasmic proteins were cytoskeletal proteins including actin, and tubulin, the subunit component of microtubules.
Which of these proteins mediate anesthesia and consciousness? A common technique to answer such questions involves measuring changes in gene expression following exposure. Proteomic analysis of genetic expression following exposure to the anesthetic halothane in animals suggests functional effects through protein networks involved in "neuronal growth, proliferation, division and communication" [25] , all microtubule-dependent functions. In rodent brain cortical neurons, genetic expression of seven proteins changed following either halothane or isoflurane exposure, with only three proteins affected by both anesthetics. These three included tubulin, and two others, a heat shock protein, and an acetyltransferase. Genetic expression of membrane proteins did not change [25] . Other studies in rat brain show alterations in tubulin gene expression for 3 days after desflurane [45] , and 28 days following sevoflurane exposure [46] .
Consequently, evidence has now returned to favor Claude Bernard's notion that anesthetics act on organizing processes in cytoplasm, specifically cytoskeletal microtubules.
Anesthetic binding affinity to tubulin is a thousand-fold weaker than to membrane proteins (K d values of mM com-pared to µM) [47] . However there are ~1,000-10,000 times more anesthetic-tubulin binding sites compared to membrane protein sites, resulting in significant occupation of tubulin binding sites by anesthetic molecules at clinically relevant concentrations.
The soluble general anesthetic 6-Azi-pregnenolone binds to neuronal tubulin sites conserved within the binding site of the microtubules inhibitor colchicine [48] and the related neurosteroids pregnenolone and allopregnenolone are known to inhibit tubulin polymerization [49] .
More recently Emerson et al. found that the general anesthetic 1-azidoanthracene also binds tubulin in the colchicine site and destabilizes microtubules [50] . Similar results were found for the analog 1-aminoanthracene [48] . The colchicine binding-site on tubulin is consistent with the Meyer-Overton effect and binds anesthetic gas molecules. It has also been identified as a putative site of action for volatile anesthetics [47] . This suggests a common site of action in tubulin for soluble and volatile anesthetics.
ANESTHETICS AND MICROTUBULES
Microtubules generate cell shape and create movement by their assembly and coordinated activities with other cytoskeletal components including microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs) and actin filaments. In neurons, microtubules play a critical role in cell morphology; establishing and maintaining elongated axons, dendrites and their synapses. Microtubules in axons are long, continuous and of the same polarity, while dendritic microtubules are short, interrupted and have mixed orientation. In all neuronal processes MAPs interconnect microtubules into complex networks, forming the scaffolding of the neuron and synaptic architecture. Synaptic activity is coordinated by transport of synaptic components along microtubule tracks by the motor MAPs kinesin and dynein. The latter two motor proteins in opposite directions along microtubules. Cellular cargo created in the neuronal soma travels to its synaptic targets via coordinated switching among many interrupted microtubules, through branchin dendrites. MAP-tau, the MAP dislodged in Alzheimer's disease (AD) has been shown to serve as a 'traffic signal' for motor MAPs delivering synaptic precursors at specific locations along the microtubule network [51] . Thus, specific binding patterns and sites of MAP-tau and other structural MAPs in the microtubule network are key to the process of synaptic plasticity, and brain function as a whole.
Microtubules are cylindrical polymers of the heterodimer tubulin. Each tubulin dimer is comprised of an α and β-tubulin monomer (see Fig. 1A ). Tubulin dimers selfassemble into microtubules in a GTP dependent process, to form hollow cylinders of 13 linear tubulin chains known as'protofilaments' (see Fig. 1B ). Intra-dimer electrostatic interactions hold monomers together while longitudinal interactions are responsible for protofilament formation (Fig.  1C) . Side-to-side lateral electrostatic interactions between tubulins in parallel protofilaments (see Fig. 1C ) comprising the cylinder result in two types of skewed hexagonal lattices and helical winding pathways, the A-lattice and the more prevalent B-lattice [52] .
Recent evidence shows that antimitotic chemotherapy agents (e.g.. paclitaxel which binds tubulin and stabilizes microtubules) is capable of crossing the blood brain barrier, and affects the ability of both intravenous soluble anesthetics (propofol and etomidate) [53] and inhaled, volatile anesthetics to induce anesthesia. In the absence of such effects on membrane proteins, and despite the conventional wisdom, evidence suggests tubulin is the major mediator of functional anesthetic effects.
Amnesia, impairment of memory formation, is one pillar of anesthetic action and generally ascribed to altering synaptic plasticity. However synaptic membrane proteins which mediate synaptic sensitivity are transient and re-cycled over hours to days, and yet memories can last lifetimes. Craddock et al. [54] , and Janke and Kneussel [55] have suggested memory is encoded by post-translational modifications in microtubules in neuronal dendrites and cell bodies, where microtubules are uniquely stable and configured. Anesthetic effects on microtubules could thus account for amnesia, as well as loss of consciousness and prevention of purposeful behavior, which is consistent with empirical observations. Memory neurodegenerative diseases and disorders, such as Alzheimer's disease (AD), Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI), and Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy (CTE), all exhibit microtubule disintegration and separation of the microtubule-associated protein tau [56] . Currently, microtubulestabilizing agents are actively being pursued as treatments for such diseases with promising outlooks [57] [58] [59] . Postoperative cognitive dysfunction ('POCD'), a form of dementia associated with repeat anesthetic exposure, especially in very young and very old patients, is also associated with microtubule instability, and separation from microtubules of the microtubule-associated protein tau (same as in Alzheimer's disease) [60, 61] . Hypothermia contributes to POCD, and microtubules disassemble at cold temperature [62] . As the link between anesthesia and POCD has been raised, the stability of neuronal microtubules should be a target for POCD prevention and treatment.
In addition to a possible account for anesthetic effects on consciousness, causes for anesthetic-induced post-operative cognitive dysfunction (POCD) should be sought. Here we consider several aspects of anesthetic action on tubulin.
ANESTHETICS AND H-BONDS IN TUBULIN
All general anesthetics act through the perturbation of inter-/intra-molecular forces without breaking or forming co-valent bonds. These include 'on-target' and 'off-target' binding effects, the latter potentially important in side effects such as POCD. Binding linked to non-polar hydrophobicity, such as van der Waals London dipole dispersion forces, show the most promise for on-target mechanisms, but most anesthetics also possess polar groups and, in particular, groups capable of forming hydrogen bonds [63] which may contribute to off-target effects. Hydrogen bonds are the most important inter-and intra-molecular interactions in all of biochemistry. As protein function critically depends on transitions between different conformations, which involve the breaking and remaking of hydrogen bonds, any substance, including anesthetics, which competes for hydrogen bonds would be disruptive to overall activity. As Sándorfy points out, this is an aspect that has been underestimated in the past [63] . Below we examine hydrogen bonds and microtubule stability.
Anesthetics cause microtubule depolymerization at high doses (Allison and Nunn, 1968), and while microtubule destabilization is unlikely in functional anesthetic effects on consciousness and memory, it is likely to be at play in POCD. In previous work we have shown that under favorable thermodynamic conditions, anesthetic binding to tubulin results from inter-molecular electrostatic forces such as van der Waals interactions, and hydrogen bonds [47] . Nine persistent putative anesthetic binding sites were predicted via computational modeling and were found to be located in the well-studied binding pockets for colchicine, vinblastine, peloruside A, laulimalide, GTP, and GDP. As these sites all reside in regions of either intra-dimer, or longitudinal interaction, this indicates that at reasonable concentrations anesthetics do not alter lateral interactions. This was confirmed via computational predictions and experimental verification that anesthetics do not bind in the paclitaxel-binding site, which has been implicated in lateral interactions [47] conferring stability to microtubules.
Modification of intra-dimer and longitudinal interactions along the protofilament length may be the general mode of microtubule destabilization and POCD by volatile anesthetics. Steric hindrance caused by the antimitotic chemotherapeutic agents vinblastine and colchicine results in tubulin dimers being constrained to a curved conformation preventing microtubule polymerization, and promoting the formation of macrotubules [47] . At high concentrations anesthetics are shown to have the same effect, indicating the possibility of a similar mechanism, and highlighting these putative binding sites that were identified computationally in our earlier work [47] . Indeed, our prediction of the interference of halothane with the binding of colchicine to tubulin has already been confirmed by an experimental study [64] .
In addition to these computational predictions, we have analyzed the overall interaction energies for the different interfaces between tubulin in microtubule lattices and shown that molecular mechanics with generalized Born and surface area solvation (MM/GBSA) interactions along the longitudinal interface between dimers are stronger than lateral interactions between protofilaments, although hydrogen bond energies are comparable in both interfaces [65] . This is consistent with the observed phenomena of 'ram's horns' in depolymerizing microtubules (see Fig. 2 ) and the formation of macrotubules, aberrant forms of microtubules. The contribution of the β-β tubulin hydrogen bond interactions to the overall lateral stability in the B-lattice microtubule configuration was shown to be comparable to that of the α-α interactions. Hydrogen bond analysis between amino acid residues revealed strong agreement between residues critical to longitudinal and lateral stability and residues involved in the binding of vinca alkaloids and taxanes, respectively. This suggests that the binding of these anti-mitotic agents could have direct effects on the conformations of residues at the longitudinal or lateral interfaces, which directly affects their hydrogen bond strengths. Similarly, anesthetics, which act at the longitudinal interfaces could also affect hydrogen bond strengths, and disrupt normal microtubule function. Some of the persistent halothane binding sites that we have predicted earlier were shown to contain residues that are involved in hydrogen bonding at longitudinal and lateral interfaces between tubulin dimers as listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. It is apparent from Table 1 that one of the most persistent sites (Site β1) contains residue D179, which is responsible for three longitudinal hydrogen bonds. Table 2 also shows that many putative binding sites are located at places where very strong hydrogen bonds are required for lateral stability. This shows that halothane binding does affect the hydrogen bonding networks between tubulin dimers at both longitudinal and lateral interfaces. Longitudinal intraand inter-dimer interactions are essential to coordinated movement of tubulin proteins in the microtubule structure [66] and to microtubule stability. Destabilizing these interactions could perhaps contribute to anesthetic action (consciousness, memory) and also to off-target toxic side effects, such as destabilization of microtubules in post-operative cognitive dysfunction (POCD). Fig. (2) . An illustration of the Ram's Horn effect in a depolymerizing microtubule. 
QUANTUM CHANNELS IN MICROTUBULES
The Meyer-Overton correlation of anesthetic solubility in olive oil-like media to pharmacologic potency ensues from binding by van der Waals London ('dipole dispersion') forces [17, 23, [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] , which are extremely weak quantumlevel couplings. In London forces, non-polar (but polarizable) electron clouds between nearby atoms and molecules induce transient dipoles in each other, like tiny bar magnets, which then attract due to charge separation resulting in attractive Coulomb forces (see Fig. 3 ). Polar deviation from perfect non-polarity accounts for variable effects among different anesthetic molecules [71, 72] . Soluble intravenous anesthetics like propofol, ketamine, etomidate and barbiturates have non-polar groups attached to polar structures. As established by Meyer and Overton over a century ago, non-polar London force binding is the sine qua non of anesthesia. Assuming tubulin (or some other protein) were the primary ontarget binding site for anesthetics, what do anesthetics do there which prevents consciousness?
Franks and Lieb, and later Eckenhoff suggested that the mere presence of anesthetics in hydrophobic pockets prevented protein conformational switching by steric hindrance [35] . However, a variety of molecules, which follow the Meyer-Overton correlation and occupy the same pockets are non-anesthetic, or even convulsant [73] . Even stereoisomers (i.e. molecules that are mirror images) of general anesthetics acting in vivo have show contrast in their anesthetic potency [74] [75] [76] , and even convulsant properties [77] . This further confirms that the achiral lipid membrane (which would not recognize such differences) is an unlikely site of anesthetic action. It also suggests the mere presence of anesthetic molecules in hydrophobic pockets may be insufficient to explain anesthesia. What is instead required is a mechanism in these critical non-polar intra-protein regions which are necessary for consciousness, and which anesthetics prevent by weak quantum-level couplings. Functional quantum mechanisms in these regions are the most logical candidates. Fig. (3) . Van Quantum effects do indeed appear to play a role in biological function. Electron superpositions have been shown to influence nuclear movement suggesting that quantum superposition, of various possible protein conformations, occurs before one is selected [78] . Functional protein vibrations, which depend on quantum effects, have been shown in two hydrophobic phenylalanine residues [79] , and evidence also suggests quantum coherent states exist in the protein ferritin [80] . More recently, Matsuno has claimed to observe magnetic quantum coherence in actin, a main component of the contractile apparatus in muscle cells, and of the cytoskeleton in all cells [81] . Sahu et al. [82, 83] have shown apparent quantum resonance effects in single microtubules in gigahertz, megahertz and kilohertz vibrations. Quantum coherence in plant photosynthesis, magnetoreception in birds, the human sense of smell [84] , and individual photon effects in vision [85] suggest a significant role for quantum mechanisms throughout biology.
Quantum superposition requires a physical system (e.g. electron dipoles) to occupy two or more states or locations simultaneously, and avoid 'decoherence' by random interactions with a polar environment. Non-polar, hydrophobic media such as arrays of pi resonance clouds enable electron mobility, dipole oscillations and spread of the quantum wave function, minimizing decoherence effects from polar media. Evidence shows that anesthetics slow the movement of free electrons in a corona discharge [18] . The formation of London force couplings inside hydrophobic pockets by anesthetics may inhibit electron mobility required for quantum dipoles, superposition, protein function and consciousness.
To investigate the feasibility of anesthetic-sensitive quantum dipole functions, we examined non-polar, hydrophobic regions inside tubulin, the component protein of microtubules. Specifically we mapped the network of tubulin aromatic amino acids, a map of π-resonance clouds in reasonably close proximity (Fig. 3) . Each tubulin has a unique network of aromatics with 8 tryptophan, 36 tyrosine, and 42 phenylalanine residues, spanning the entire protein (see Fig.  4) . The spacing and dipolar properties of these aromatics are similar to those found in photosynthetic units shown to have quantum coherence. This suggests microtubules may support coherent energy transfer, similar to that required for photosynthesis [84] . Using theoretical investigation of energy transfer between chromophoric tryptophan amino acids in tubulin, we recently showed that certain conditions favor quantum mechanisms of signal propagation [86] . This mechanism of energy transfer depends on dipole coupling between the tryptophan chromophores and theoretically may be disrupted via changes in weak van der Waals London forces.
Nearest-neighbor distances between residues in the aromatic network (tryptophan, tyrosine, phenylalanine) start from 3 Angstroms (0.3 nm), close enough for London force dipole coupling. Both tyrosine and phenylalanine possess a phenyl ring structure, and tryptophan possesses an indole ring. Networks of aromatic amino acids (i.e. aromatic stacked pairs generating so-called π-stacking arrangements) predominantly stabilize by London dipole dispersion attraction (Fig. 3) . This is unlike hydrogen bonding systems, which primarily interact through electrostatic forces.
The most widely studied aromatic stacked pair is the benzene dimer [87] [88] [89] [90] . The phenyl group is based simply on the symmetric benzene ring. For the remainder of our discussion we shall focus on the phenyl ring structure, but note that the arguments contained herein may be generalized to indole rings as well. Considering the phenyl groups of phenylalanine and tyrosine to be idealized as benzene rings allows us to view a pair of phenyl rings as a benzene dimer. Benzene dimers can have a variety of configurations (see Fig. 5 ).
Configurations of the phenyl rings in the crystal structure of tubulin are varied mixtures of orientations, with none being the exact ideal orientations shown in Fig. (5) . However, crystal structure is known to not be an exact representation of biological orientation since it is usually obtained under constrained conditions required for crystallography, seldom corresponding to the actual physiological conditions of a living cell. Additionally, molecular vibrations are expected to change the orientation of the rings so that they are not static, occasionally passing through ideal orientations with no singly preferred configuration. Fig. (5) presents the ideal benzene dimer orientations. Experiments have shown parallel stacked, or sandwich (S) structure of the dimer to be only transient, as the S structure is strongly stabilized by the dispersion energy but is even more strongly destabilized by electrostatic Q-Q and exchange-repulsion interactions [91] . We will consider a benzene dimer in the S orientation to be metastable, a transient state between two stable states of phenyl rings.
Sinnokrot and Sherrill performed highly accurate quantum mechanical calculations of binding energies of a benzene dimer in S, T-structure (T), and parallel-displaced (PD) orientations [92] . The S configuration was shown to have the largest contribution from dispersion forces to overall binding energy at a separation distance of 3.7 Angstrom. This falls within the range of the smallest tubulin phenylalanine separation distances. At this separation, the energy contribution due to dispersion forces is 4.5x10 -20 J. This value is of interest as it is on the scale of a neuromolecular quantum of energy used in medicinal chemistry [93] and clearly above the thermal noise threshold of kT (4x10 -21 J) making it safe from environmental noise. Dispersion energy can be considered to come from the resulting induced dipoles on the individual benzene rings. Taking this energy to be the interaction of two induced dipoles (ID) separated by a distance R gives,
as described by London [94] . Here I, is the ionization potential, and α is the polarizability of the molecule. Taking the ionization potential of benzene to be 9.25 eV, and its polarizability to be 68 a.u. [95] , yields a dispersion energy of 4.4x10 -20 J, in excellent agreement with the quantum mechanical calculations of Sinnokrot and Sherrill. As such we will use London's equation in our further calculations.
As the induced dipoles may point in either the left or the right direction with equal probability there exists degeneracy between these configurations. In order to switch dipole direction the energy barrier of 4.5x10 -20 J must be overcome. This is illustrated in Fig. (6) .
The average frequency of the dipole making passage from one side of the barrier to the other can be taken as, E = hω, thus, giving an angular frequency of 4.3x10 14 rad/s, or 68 Terahertz (THz). In this regard it is interesting to note that Reimers et al. state that the most likely sources of coherent condensates are in microwave reactors and in systems exposed to intense terahertz radiation [96] .
From our previous calculations the nearest putative anesthetic binding site is a mere 4.5 Angstroms away from a phenyl ring dimer [47] . Additionally, halothane possesses a permanent dipole, the experimental value being 1.41 D [97] . Assuming that the orientation of halothane is such that its permanent dipole (D) is fixed, we may describe the interaction energy between the halothane dipole and inducible dipoles on benzene as:
where µ is the permanent dipole strength. Due to the additivity of the dispersion effect [94] we may investigate the addition of the anesthetic halothane (H) to the benzene dimer (B 1 B 2 ).
In the presence of halothane, with a polarizability of 44 a.u. [98] and ionization potential of 11 eV, this energy barrier increases to 5.1x10 -20 J increasing the frequency of oscillation to 81 THz, a change of ~20%. Should these oscillations be integral to protein function, such an alteration would inhibit overall protein activity. Additionally, in the presence of halothane's external dipole, the symmetry of the benzene dimer is broken causing the dimer to adopt a more preferred dipole orientation. While at this distance our calculations suggest that the influence of the permanent dipole is negligible, more refined calculations (i.e. detailed quantum mechanical calculations) may reveal that this influence alters the energy landscape from its normal symmetry.
Anesthetic-sensitive coherent terahertz in π-stacks of aromatic benzenes can be related to consciousness through the quantum mobility theory (QMT). Combining aspects of anesthetic action on electron mobility, microtubule biophysics and the Orch OR theory, QMT uses molecular modeling to show 'quantum channels' of non-polar aromatic rings traversing tubulin (see Fig. 3 ). These pathways align with those in adjacent tubulins in microtubule lattices, possibly enabling macroscopic 'quantum channels' and collective dipoles through microtubules and neurons. We have also shown in previous work that channels of the aromatic amino acid tryptophan are capable of supporting quantum coherent energy transfer [86] in a manner similar to quantum coherence in photosynthesis proteins.
Such quantum channels in microtubules, particularly those most closely associated with consciousness, like dendritic-somatic microtubules in cortical layer V pyramidal neurons, may provide substrates where anesthetics inhibit electron mobility, disperse dipoles and block energy resonance transfer. If such processes support consciousness, as has been suggested by QMT, anesthetic action would prevent it.
Terahertz beating of quantum transitions between the aromatic ring electron clouds in neuronal microtubules may be part of a self-similar scalar hierarchy of oscillations through tubulin and microtubule gigahertz, megahertz and kilohertz, and EEG-based Hz. The fast terahertz may act as the fine scale clocking mechanism affecting overall neuron function, neuronal synchrony [99] and EEG [24] . Impairment of this mechanism underlying synchrony could also explain loss of consciousness.
Megahertz vibrations in brain microtubules may be relevant in clinical medicine. In recent years transcranial ultrasound (TUS), in which megahertz mechanical vibrations pass through the skull into the brain, has been shown to cause (at brief, low intensity, sub-thermal levels) improvement in mood and cognitive performance. Microtubule resonances in megahertz and other frequency ranges may be therapeutic targets for treatment of mental states and cognitive disorders.
In accordance with Meyer-Overton and the quantum mobility theory, anesthetics bind in intra-tubulin π-stack channels and disperse quantum dipoles, block resonance energy transfer and/or prevent superposition necessary for consciousness.
It is interesting to note that at least five distinct frequency bands of microtubule and brain activity can be identified, which span gigahertz and megahertz resonance frequencies in individual microtubules [82, 83] as well as kilohertz, tens of kilohertz and megahertz resonance frequencies detected from microtubule bundles inside active neurons [100] . These five bands appear to be self-similar (although this still needs to be precisely demonstrated by scaling transformations) and separated evenly through ~6 orders of magnitude, suggesting a harmonic system. It is suggested that EEG may be derived as inverse harmonics, or 'beats' of higher frequency microtubule vibrations [24] .
There are 'non-anesthetic' ('non-immobilizer') gas molecules which follow Meyer-Overton but do not cause loss of consciousness. These molecules may bind in quantum channels, and couple to functional dipole oscillations, but not alter them significantly. e.g. oscillating cooperatively. There are also likely to be molecules, for example certain hallucinogens, which bind in quantum channels and promote resonance transfer and quantum dipole oscillations, thereby 'expanding' consciousness [101, 102] . Fig. (6) . Cartoon showing the energy barrier that must be overcome to switch between induced dipole directions.
Anesthetic solubility/binding occurs by weak van der Waals London 'dipole dispersion' forces between the anesthetic molecule and non-polar amino acid groups, e.g. aromatic phenyl and indole rings. In the absence of anesthetics, dipoles in these pi electron resonance clouds may cooperatively couple in organized functional vibrations involved in consciousness. Quantum mobility theory posits that anesthetics disrupt this dipole coordination.
Quantum mechanisms may be essential features in bioenergetic conversion, consciousness, and life itself. Consistent with quantum mobility theory our findings support an anesthetic mechanism for erasing consciousness by dispersing dipoles, and impairing electron mobility and resonance energy transfer in 'quantum channels' in tubulin and microtubules in brain neurons.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Understanding anesthesia and consciousness will have existential and philosophical significance, and provide new targets for drug development and other therapies aimed at mental, cognitive and neurological disorders.
The quantum mobility theory suggests that consciousness arises from quantum processes in non-polar, hydrophobic 'pi stack' regions in subunit proteins of brain microtubules. These 'quantum-friendly' regions appear to align and link between tubulins to extend in mesoscopic and macroscopic helical pathways in brain microtubules. Several possible modes of quantum processes, including quantum dipole coupling, resonance energy transfer, electron mobility and superposition, and 'orchestrated objective reduction', are included in QMT. Uniquely, QMT stipulates the structural location as 'quantum channels', non-polar Meyer-Overton solubility phase regions conducive to quantum processes in microtubules, and precisely where anesthetic gases bind to prevent consciousness.
The present paper makes the following points:
1. Consciousness derives from 'quantum channels' of πstack electron resonance clouds in tubulin and brain microtubules (QMT).
2. Following the Meyer-Overton correlation, anesthetics act in these microtubule quantum channels and inhibit quantum dipoles, energy transfer and electron mobility, resulting in loss of consciousness.
3. Potency of anesthetics should be related to their polarizability, ionization potential, binding affinity for tubulin quantum channels, and ability to quench measurable terahertz, gigahertz, megahertz or kilohertz microtubule dipole oscillations and fluorescent resonance energy transfer (FRET) in microtubules.
4.
Other 'off-target' anesthetic actions such as altered intertubulin hydrogen bonding may destabilize microtubules, perhaps contributing to Alzheimer's-like post-operative dysfunction (POCD).
'
Quantum beating' in tubulin and microtubules measured via two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy will be altered by presence of an anesthetic. 6 . Patients taking tubulin-binding drugs for cancer (currently) and neurodegenerative diseases (in the future) will have altered clinical anesthetic requirements.
7. Calculations indicate π-stack terahertz dipole oscillations are dispersed by anesthetics, suggesting a similar mechanism in microtubule quantum channels accounting for loss of consciousness.
8. π-stack terahertz oscillations in brain microtubules may be the high frequency range of scale-invariant dynamics in microtubule resonance and EEG, consciousness occurring at various scales within this range.
9. Treatments such as megahertz-based transcranial ultrasound, and non-polar, hydrophobic drugs, aimed at vibrations of brain microtubules will be beneficial in mental, cognitive and neurological disorders.
The present paper has proposed a mechanistic model of anesthetic action. The model emerging from this work is based on the interaction of anesthetics with tubulin and microtubules as the primary site of action. The nature of the interactions as shown in the model is complex with numerous binding sites involved, both low and relatively high affinity. The effects of anesthetics appear to be also diverse and include destabilization of microtubule lattices as well as quantum interactions in the hydrophobic polarizable regions forming networks of aromatic rings spanning the length of a microtubule. These latter effects offer a deeper insight into a possible quantum substrate for consciousness, a substrate that can be reversibly altered by the molecular interference of anesthetics. It is interesting to note that our conceptual framework for the action of anesthetics is a direct extension of the pioneering work of Claude Bernard who pointed to the role of cytoplasmic dynamics as the site of action for anesthetic molecules. We hypothesize that dipole dispersion in post-synaptic cytoplasmic microtubules is the most logical mechanism for anesthetic action. This work requires experimental validation at the level of individual neurons and we hope that this can be achieved soon with the use of modern technology such as laser scattering that has been so successful in detecting quantum correlations in photosynthetic systems. In this context we make the following general predictions:
1. Stability and vibrational spectra of brain neuronal microtubules will prove to be essential markers of mental health and cognitive function (Post-operative cognitive dysfunction, Alzheimer's disease, traumatic brain injury, depression, stress disorders).
2. Anesthetics, other drugs and therapies (e.g. transcranial ultrasound) aimed at microtubule vibrational resonances in quantum channels will be beneficial for mental and cognitive disorders.
3. Anesthetics have been hypothesized to act via quantum dipole-regulated vibrational resonances and this hypothesis will be experimentally validated.
Specific quantitative predictions of this mechanism that are verifiable or falsifiable include:
1. That the link between anesthesia and POCD is mediated by long-term effects of anesthetics on the function of the microtubule cytoskeleton.
2. Novel anesthetics may be created via rational drug design based on a molecule's ability to disperse dipoles.
